

Employee
(Mobile)


Admin
(Web)


Admin
(Web)

Bayzat app

Old loan detailsAccess profile Access profile

Employee can open and 
eSign the agreement

Add notes for Admin

Customize EMI

The new loan request is sent to the admin and he 
receives both an official email and a notification in 
his mobile device regarding the new loan request.

New loan request
from employee

New request 
notification

Click to view loan details Detailed view of the 
requested loan

Admin edits loan amount, 
tenure and EMI Start Date with 
some notes to the employee. 
Once employee receives the 
suggested changes by admin, 
he can agree or deny these 
changes and the admin will be 
notified accordingly

Notes to employee Admin can save 
the edits as draft 
to send later

Send edited loan 
request to employee

Revised loan request Click to view suggested 
revisions by the admin on 
the loan request

Hide loan history

Loan history of the 
employee

Indication that an 
action is missing in 
the agreement

On click of the icon, 
the agreement opens 
and admin can refer 
and take necessary 
actions here 
(eSignature) 

I have redesigned this 
area of Payroll Table 
from the existing design Loan Deductions

Loan rules and 
configuration

Loan applications 
‘Open’ or ‘Close’

Payroll Settings

Loan Deductions 
example

Add more rules

Customized EMI view

Admin can quickly make a decision to 
decide on the loan request (probability) by 
referring to the eligibility bar which is auto 
populated considering employees 
previous records 

Admin can select multiple 
requests and approve/
reject selected requests 
from here Download request

Button changed 
to ‘Hide Details’

Admin can 
upload new 
agreement at this 
point if needed 

Minimum and 
maximum EMI 
range customized 
by the employee

Once admin receives 
new loan request from 
employee, admin 
opens Bayzat web 
app to view the details 
of the request

Admin prefers to 
modify loan details

1

2

3

Fixed amount loan or 
Percentage on salary

Once saved, these icons 
change to ‘Edit’ icons

Action show up only on 
mouse over. This reduces 
the clutter of repeating 
the same actionable 
items in all columns.

once the loan is approved, employee 
can view the loan and supporting 
details here


